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1911 had prevented any serious division of opinion in the Cabinet and
Age 58-59 je^ crjtics and objectors without leadership, while it lasted. But
the suddenness and gravity of this affair had been a severe shock
to several members of the Cabinet, and led to much searching of heart
afterwards. The Algeciras crisis in the first month of Sir Henry
Campbell-Bannerman's Government had come and passed before
Ministers, new to office, had had time to realise what was happening;
the Bosnia-Herzegovina crisis in the autumn and winter of 1908-
1909, though dangerous in some of its phases, had been too remote
and long drawn out to be recognised as acute at any given moment*
But Agadir coming as a bolt from the blue and threatening, as
seemed at the time, to plunge the country into war in a few days
stirred and shocked as neither of tho others. Ministers began to
ask where they wore going, and some complained that they had
been left in the dark, and rained tho old grievance that Prime
Minister, Foreign Secretary and War Secretary were all of the
Liberal Imperialist persuasion*
Tho series of accidents which prevented the " military con-
versations " of January 1906 from coming to the knowledge of
the Cabinet has already been mentioned, and the secrecy practised
on this occasion became in after years a subject of serious complaint
on the part of some Ministers, But Asquith was always impatient
of the suggestion, that his Cabinet had been kept in the dark about
foreign affairs during his Prime Ministorehip, Both he and Sir
Edward Groy had been scrupulous in consulting it about all im-
portant transactions; every engagement entered into was known
to it, and had been sanctioned by it; tho papers circulated to
Ministers had been voluminous. Tho scheme of army reorganiza-
tion which Mr* Haldane had carried through at the War Office
frankly contemplated the despatch of an army to tho Continent
and prepared an Expeditionary Force for that purpose and the means
of reinforcing it* As we look back on these times their secrets seem
to have been very open ones to those who had eyes to see* But
the burden of home politics in these years was immense, and
Ministers absorbed in their departments could not always find
leisure to read with close attention the papers circulated in the red
boxes1 or to follow the set of the currents in world affaire. The
tendency inevitably was for other Ministers to leave these affairs
in the hands of the Prime Minister and Foreign Secretary until some
1 It is Bftid that an ingenious clerk at the Foreign Office deviled a private test to
discover which Minister* did and which did not read the Foreign Office paper*,

